INTRODUCTION

By the end of 2007, the year that marked its tenth anniversary, the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) legislative reauthorization lay in a shambles, the about-to-be victim of a second successful presidential veto. [FN1] President Bush’s action swiftly became the subject of a blizzard of speeches, articles, and editorials [FN2] decrying the depths to which the nation’s political process had fallen. As of spring 2008, the program soldiers on as a result of legislation that temporarily extends its life until April 2009. [FN3] In private conversations, [FN4] however, a number of consumer and patient advocates suggest that it is time to move on, eyeing federal SCHIP program funding as simply a small part of the all-important budgetary “baseline” that defines federal health care spending [FN5] and serves as the federal health care expenditure starting point for the broader cost estimation process that drives national health reform. [FN6]

It is not impossible, of course, that sometime during the 2008 presidential election season Democratic leaders will push SCHIP reauthorization to the front of the legislative line once more. But a third attempt will be one of pure positioning; even in the best of times, presidential and congressional relations tend to be strained during presidential election years, and no one would ever describe the relationship between President George W. Bush and the 110th Congress as the best of times.

The question, of course, is how a program that was enacted in a little blaze of bipartisanship, [FN7] and that has made an undeniable contribution to the wellbeing of children, [FN8] could have so miserably run aground in the legislative process. In fact, the SCHIP reauthorization story raises many of the themes that will emerge in the broader national health care reform debate that is an expected follow-on to the 2008 presidential election. This article explores this storyline through the lens of this modest piece of legislation whose renewal simply should have breezed through Congress. The story begins with an overview of SCHIP and considers the policy and political themes that were raised by its reauthorization. It concludes *705 with some observations about the import of the SCHIP story for national health reform.

I. AN OVERVIEW OF SCHIP

SCHIP was enacted as part of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BBA). [FN9] A “budget reconciliation”
bill, the BBA is one of a long line of omnibus measures that periodically make their way through Congress as a result of the Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974, [FN10] which governs the federal legislative budget and spending process. [FN11] Budget reconciliation is an enforcement tool whose purpose is to bring both tax policy and mandatory spending (such as Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid) into alignment with the underlying assumptions of the annual congressional budget. [FN12] Typically, reconciliation bills make cuts in permanent legislative authorities whose expenditures are automatic and not subject to the annual appropriations process; [FN13] reconciliation bills also can reduce the amount of “income foregone” by curtailing or repealing federal tax law provisions that give favorable treatment to certain types of individual or corporate income. [FN14] Over the years, a number of budget reconciliation bills also have contained provisions to broaden (or in the case of SCHIP, establish for the first time) mandatory spending. Indeed, many of the most important changes in Medicaid to extend coverage to additional categories of children and adults or to broaden program benefits have been provisions contained in budget reconciliation measures. [FN15]

At first blush, SCHIP appears to be a small, simple, and non-controversial program. In fact however, the enactment of SCHIP was quite controversial, coming only one year after the passage of welfare reform and the failure to eliminate Medicaid as an individual entitlement in eligible persons and reenact *706 the law as a block grant to states stripped of its individual coverage guarantees. [FN16] From a conceptual standpoint, SCHIP's greatest harm to Medicaid was its very existence. A policy curiosity, SCHIP was designed to assist a group of children whose coverage already was a state Medicaid option in 1997. [FN17] In other words, SCHIP was a legislative redundancy, and a costly one at that. The legislation allocated nearly forty billion dollars [FN18] that might have been used to address other pressing needs such as adequate housing, child care, education reforms, or coverage of young adults who, under Medicaid's historic principles, lose coverage at age twenty-one (or younger, depending on the state) unless they have a disability, are pregnant, or are parents. [FN19]

This conceptual framing of SCHIP as a policy alternative to Medicaid is borne out in its legislative text. It immediately becomes apparent, upon reading the statute, that, from a structural viewpoint, SCHIP is intended to operate as a legislative vehicle for introducing into the Social Security Act a statutory alternative to a defined benefit legal health care entitlement for the poor, beginning with children. Thus, despite the accolades lavished upon it, [FN20] SCHIP was, at the time, understood by those closest to the process as a means for launching a legislative “incision attack” on the far larger Medicaid program, a beachhead of sorts from which more aggressive structural blows might be mounted. [FN21]

*SCHIP’s existence as the “anti-Medicaid” law leaps off the legislative page. Whereas Medicaid entitles eligible children to health insurance coverage, [FN22] SCHIP specifically denies the entitlement status of its benefits. [FN23] Whereas Medicaid offers specific and comprehensive coverage with virtually no cost sharing or premiums, [FN24] SCHIP’s “benchmark” coverage design (that, with limited exceptions, is pegged to available private health plans) [FN25] rests on the commercial market at any given moment and thus is subject to the strictures and limitations that characterize traditional insurance design, many of which are at their most visible when the patient is a child with developmental disabilities. [FN26] Whereas Medicaid entitles states to open-ended federal financial assistance to extend medical assistance and administer their state plans, without reference to any time limits, [FN27] SCHIP entitles states [FN28] only to aggregate, annual fixed federal allotments; the original legislation authorized funding over a defined 10-year term. [FN29] Finally, whereas Medicaid is a permanent legislative authority, SCHIP must be periodically reauthorized, [FN30] with the program’s existence and performance continually subject to prevailing political winds, as was the case in 2007.

SCHIP’s tradeoffs read like a political playbook for a team dedicated to ending entitlements for the poor, if
not all at once (as block granting Medicaid in 1996 would have done), then at least one step at a time. The legislation gave states the broad flexibility to limit enrollment and the scope and depth of coverage; [FN31] in exchange, states accepted aggregate annual limits on the level of federal financial support. [FN32] Put another way, SCHIP gave both governmental partners explicit permission to ration public resources where coverage of children was concerned. *708 Seen from this perspective, although SCHIP turns out to have benefited children in important ways, it can be understood as a victory, not for the new ground it broke in child health policy, but for using the cause of children to advance the politics of policy retrenchment for the poor.

In brief, SCHIP entitles states to a fixed, annual, aggregate sum of money, [FN33] toward the provision of “child health assistance” [FN34] to “targeted low-income” children. [FN35] At the same time that SCHIP entitles states to funding, it also specifies that it creates no legal entitlement in any individual. [FN36] Thus, states can establish, and have established, waiting lists of eligible children when either actual or perceived [FN37] funding levels have fallen short. [FN38] Congress has revisited the legislation to address the problem of annual funding shortfalls, which began in earnest as state programs began to grow; [FN39] at the same time, lawmakers have never eliminated the annual aggregate federal cap on available funding. [FN40]

Federal SCHIP funding is allocated to states based on a formula that takes into account the size of the low-income child population, the number of low-income children without health insurance, state wealth, and a state's overall “cost factor.” [FN41] In a manner similar to Medicaid, states are entitled to federal SCHIP contributions (up to their annual aggregate limit) only in connection with approved and documented child health expenditures. [FN42] The actual federal contribution for each dollar of expenditure is set at an “enhanced” level in relation to the federal Medicaid payment formula. In other words, under SCHIP, a state is entitled to recover a greater proportion of its total spending on enrolled children (up to its aggregate annual allotment) than it would receive were its spending in furtherance of Medicaid coverage for the same group of children. [FN43] For example, a state with a fifty percent federal Medicaid payment rate would *709 receive approximately a sixty-five percent federal payment for expenditures on coverage of “targeted low-income” children under its approved SCHIP plan. [FN44] In effect, the law incentivizes coverage of near-poor children (i.e., children ineligible for assistance under the basic state Medicaid plan) at a level that is more generous than that available for coverage of the poorest children. Since coverage of the poorest children is mandatory under Medicaid, [FN45] SCHIP is designed to incentivize higher levels of coverage. But of course, this favored level of federal funding is set against a backdrop of aggregate federal spending caps and other limitations on the federal contribution toward state expenditures, such as expenditures on outreach or administration costs. [FN46]

A “targeted low-income child” is defined as an uninsured child whose family income is at or below two hundred percent of the federal poverty level or whose family income is no more than fifty percentage points above the state’s applicable Medicaid income level. [FN47] The term “targeted low-income child” is intended to assure that SCHIP funds are used interstitially-- that is, to reach children who, in the vernacular, fall “between the cracks” of Medicaid at the low-income end and private health insurance (overwhelmingly through employer-sponsored health benefit plans) at the high-income end. [FN48] Thus, targeted low-income children must have no other source of health insurance coverage through health insurance or a group health plan; even an inadequate plan containing extensive exclusions and limitations that effectively disinsure low-income children would be sufficient to bar receipt of SCHIP, even if a child’s extensive medical needs had effectively exhausted coverage. Medicaid, on the other hand, contains no similar exclusion; [FN49] indeed reconciliation legislation enacted in 2006 contained provisions permitting states to extend Medicaid’s reach in the case of seriously disabled near-poor children who would not otherwise qualify for Medicaid but whose families have exhausted their private coverage. [FN50]
The requirement that a child be totally without other health insurance coverage as a condition of qualifying for SCHIP is intended to prevent “health insurance crowdout,” a phenomenon that is associated with any incremental approach to health insurance coverage and that involves the substitution of one form of coverage for another. [FN51] Despite the fact that the children receiving SCHIP or Medicaid have only limited access to private health benefits, [FN52] the politics of an era seeking to limit dramatically the role of government in social policy compelled the addition of this “anti-crowdout” provision. [FN53] The constant harping on crowdout has had the effect of pressuring policymakers to further limit the role of government in assuring comprehensive health insurance coverage of children somehow would impede the operation of markets, even in the face of evidence of the sizable failure of a voluntary market approach to coverage--in particular, dependent coverage--in the case of low and moderate income workers and their families. [FN54] The anti-crowdout requirement in SCHIP was effectuated through a statutory provision requiring states’ plans to indicate the steps they would take to assure that children had access to other coverage (termed “credible coverage”) to which they were entitled. [FN55]

As is true in the case of Medicaid, the term “child health assistance” under SCHIP is expressed as a list of specified benefit classes [FN56] that reflect many of the same benefit classes as are found in the definition of “medical assistance.” [FN57] But unlike Medicaid, the SCHIP statute does not require that all classes of services be made available to children in an amount, duration, and scope necessary to ameliorate physical and mental conditions and assure developmental health. By contrast, SCHIP specifies only that a state's coverage design need to be equal to that offered in a “benchmark” or “benchmark equivalent” plan. [FN58] This requirement means that states can fulfill their SCHIP coverage requirements by purchasing commercial health insurance products that generally are less generous than Medicaid. [FN59]

As a practical matter, today both Medicaid and state SCHIP agencies administer their plans for children and families through the purchase of privately marketed health benefit plans that are selected and overseen by the state agency. Both Medicaid and SCHIP agencies spend a good deal of time developing the purchasing specifications used to guide product purchase and oversight. [FN60] The crucial difference, however, lies in the federal standards that govern this purchasing. Medicaid agencies can include in their contracts all of the classes of benefits and services that are covered under their state plans or that fall into the individual federal legal entitlement. [FN61] Alternatively, states can provide certain items and services on an extra-contractual basis--as supplemental insurance benefits. [FN62] But nothing about Medicaid's health benefit plan purchasing provisions alters the basic Medicaid entitlement to defined benefits. The use of private health benefit services plans (known as managed care under Medicaid) constitutes a state plan contractual and administration option under federal law. [FN63] not a substantive alteration in the definition of medical assistance.

As a non-entitlement program, SCHIP is fundamentally different. The definition of “child health assistance” operates simply as an expression of the range of items, benefits and services that qualify for federal financing; it is not a definition of legal entitlements. As a result, SCHIP programs need only satisfy the requirements of “benchmark coverage” [FN64] (as well as a series of limits on the application of premiums and cost sharing), [FN65] and essentially act as group purchasers of private health insurance products on behalf of enrolled children. With the exception of a limited number of broad service classes and specified preventive services, SCHIP coverage is expressed only in terms of actuarial value rather than defined benefits. [FN66]

Thus, with its application of commercial benchmarks (or their actuarial equivalent) as the measure of coverage rather than defined benefits, SCHIP represents an enormous step away from the highly structured benefit entitlement that characterizes Medicaid coverage of children. The impact of this difference can best be seen
in the case of children with special health care needs, who experience the physical, mental, or developmental activity limits, impairments, and health conditions that elevate their use of health care above the norms for children. [FN67] In marked contrast to Medicaid, [FN68] SCHIP contains virtually no statutory minimums other than a handful of broad benefit classes and certain specified preventive services. [FN69] Unless prohibited by contract, a state SCHIP plan, like other commercial insurers, typically would exclude the types of treatments and services associated with long-term and disabling pediatric developmental conditions. [FN70] With respect to children whose enrollment is paid for by Medicaid, the federal coverage requirements would mean that either the insurer or the state agency would be required to pay for medically necessary covered treatment. [FN71]

In sum, in its non-entitlement, fixed-financing, market-responsive approach to coverage, SCHIP represented a basic policy alternative to Medicaid, moving federal child health policy away from the core principles of entitlement and financing that had controlled for more than thirty years. Advocates for this policy alternative sought to incentivize this approach through state flexibility and enhanced federal contribution rates. In its non-Medicaid character, SCHIP was fundamentally a political statement rather than a policy advance.

At the same time, defenders of Medicaid exacted major concessions that were built into SCHIP's statutory structure as a bulwark against the possibility that SCHIP's sponsors would seek to grow its funding over time in order to permit all Medicaid-enrolled children to be slid into a non-entitlement statute. First, SCHIP requires that participating states maintain their pre-existing Medicaid coverage levels for children. [FN72] Thus, a state that in 1997 extended Medicaid to children with family incomes at 150% of the federal poverty level would not be allowed to move children over the federal Medicaid minimum into SCHIP and secure enhanced SCHIP funding and relaxed coverage rules.

Second, in keeping with its anti-crowd-out emphasis, the statute requires that states screen children for Medicaid eligibility prior to enrolling them in SCHIP. [FN73] This provision, as discussed infra, has proven to be a huge boon for Medicaid enrollment of children because of the high number of Medicaid-eligible children who were found and enrolled as a result of SCHIP outreach. [FN74] Put another way, as SCHIP grew, Medicaid grew even more. The “bootstrapping” effect of SCHIP on Medicaid also meant that the potential for SCHIP to reach only near-poor children was blunted; the screen-and-enroll requirement assured that the poorest, Medicaid-eligible children would benefit as well.

Third, the legislation was structured to give states a crucial choice. A state can administer SCHIP as a separate program; at its option, however, the state also may administer SCHIP as a Medicaid expansion, in which case, all of Medicaid's rules apply. [FN75] Thus, rather than establishing wholly separate SCHIP programs, states may essentially administer SCHIP, either for all children or a sub-group (e.g., children with family incomes up to 150% of the federal poverty level) as a Medicaid expansion, receiving payment at the enhanced SCHIP rate for eligible children until the enhanced funds are exhausted, then, as a result of Medicaid's federal requirements and standards, reverting to open-ended financing at the federal Medicaid contribution rate if and when the actual number of children exceeds the enrollment cap. In other words, because Medicaid expansion states must administer SCHIP in accordance with federal Medicaid law, they can avoid queuing, the federal aggregate payment cap, and other limits on federal payments that apply to SCHIP but not to Medicaid. [FN76] The tradeoff is that in these states, children whose coverage is achieved via a Medicaid expansion are entitled to all Medicaid protections related to enrollment and coverage.

This effort to turn SCHIP from a Medicaid onslaught into a favorable means of bolstering state Medicaid programs was further strengthened by an early decision by the Clinton Administration to give states broad lee-
way when implementing SCHIP's “anti-crowd-out” provisions, which could have blunted the salutary effects of the program by forcing states to impose restrictions on coverage, such as lengthy waiting periods for children whose families sought assistance. [FN77] Instead, however, the Administration promulgated regulations that afforded states considerable leeway to implement the anti-crowd-out provision, including outright elimination of a waiting period if justified by the state. [FN78] This policy has been reinforced by research showing that long waiting periods have little or no effect on SCHIP's crowd-out effects. [FN79] Current state practice is to avoid long waiting periods. Indeed, an amicus brief filed in a case brought by the state of New Jersey and other states to challenge the Bush Administration's 2007 efforts to reduce the coverage of children (discussed infra) [FN80] notes that of the 37 states that have implemented waiting periods, Alaska is the only state to implement a twelve-month waiting period with respect to children covered under a SCHIP-Medicaid expansion. [FN81]

II. SCHIP's TEN-YEAR PERFORMANCE AND THE 2007 SCHIP DONNEYBROOK

A. What SCHIP Accomplished

By 2007, it was clear not only that SCHIP's potential to damage Medicaid's child health coverage provisions had been blunted, but also that by taking the entitlement bogeymen off the table, SCHIP incentivized coverage expansions while also assuring that the lowest-income children benefited from the investment in near poor children. States that wanted to do so could administer SCHIP as a Medicaid expansion, either in part or in whole, and thereby gain the benefit of open-ended entitlement funding as well as other financial benefits available only through Medicaid. States that sought to assist children while eschewing the eternally complicated politics of Medicaid could do so by establishing separately administered SCHIP programs that operated exclusively by SCHIP's more flexible, non-entitlement rules. To be sure, separately administered SCHIP states risked hitting their aggregate funding caps and the terrible problem of waiting lists of needy children; but as implementation gained steam, Congress showed a propensity to come through (even if at the last minute) with supplemental funding to bail out states that had overreached in their generosity toward children. [FN82]

The impact of SCHIP on extending the reach of public financing for children can best be seen in Figure 1 above, which shows the growth of both Medicaid and SCHIP enrollment in the years following SCHIP's enactment. The popularity of SCHIP, along with its screening and enrollment requirements, coupled with the steadily increasing importance of public insurance for children as employer coverage eroded. [FN83] led to a major increase in the reach of both Medicaid and SCHIP for children. As Figure 1 shows, over the decade, the number of children enrolled in Medicaid grew by over eight million, while enrollment in SCHIP exceeded six million. [FN84]

SCHIP's biggest contribution--and, ultimately, its greatest vulnerability--was to shine a spotlight on the powerful good that government could do by subsidizing coverage and actively organizing and overseeing a market of participating health plans. SCHIP essentially made insuring children a politically attractive thing for government to do. Most fundamentally, SCHIP's combination of incentives and requirements reduced the proportion of low-income children without health insurance by over 60%, from 23% in 1997 to 14% in 2005, as Figure 2 above shows.
health services researchers, the federal and state governments, and policymakers generally, in the effects of coverage on access to health care and the quality of care. A considerable body of research compiled by a government-financed project shows the effects of SCHIP and Medicaid on coverage, health care access, the organization of pediatric health care, and health care quality. [FN85] To be sure, SCHIP raised a number of issues that also have been well chronicled: a perpetual and chronic shortage of funding that worsened as the public response to SCHIP grew, a continuing erosion of employer coverage, increased cost pressures as a result of underlying health care inflation, unstable coverage, continuing differentials in access and quality between the poorest children and less poor children, and coverage limitations that fall with particular hardship on special needs children. [FN86] An additional and key question became whether states would continue to be permitted to apply their allotments toward coverage of parents, a strategy that became popular once evidence began to show that family coverage produced higher enrollment rates. [FN87] Finally, concerns emerged regarding the allotment formula itself and whether the formula unfairly advantaged certain states (in this author’s experience, federal funds distribution formulas inevitably come under attack within a few years of their introduction). [FN88]

This might seem like a litany of problems. But to a longtime observer of the federal legislative process, none of these issues represented insurmountable challenges. Indeed, they all fell well within the range of experiences one might expect from the implementation of a small but complex program that was designed to be interstitial to far larger and more complicated public and private health insurance laws and practices. It was evident to members of both the House and Senate that with additional funding levels, greater focus on outreach and enrollment of lower-income children, and a series of pragmatic compromises around the use of funds to cover adults and to improve coverage standards for special needs children, the reauthorization of SCHIP could achieve what appeared to be the highly desirable result of improving program performance while encouraging its fundamental goal of near-universal coverage of children. And the legislation that passed in both houses of Congress in the fall of 2007 [FN89] reflected just this assessment, having achieved a pragmatic balance between a more ambitious House bill (covering five million children) and a more narrow Senate measure (covering four million previously-uninsured children). [FN90]

*B718 B. The SCHIP War of 2007*

Had matters proceeded routinely, sometime in early fall, the President would have signed the compromise House and Senate measure, which, among other reforms authorized additional federal funding, improved outreach efforts to the lowest-income children, strengthened benefit requirements, revised the state allotment formula, and made other recommended improvements. [FN91] From the earliest days of the 110th Congress, however, it actually was evident that this was not to be a smooth process.

What no one properly anticipated at the beginning of 2007--and what probably should have been anticipated, given the Republican rout of 2006 that had cost the President control of both houses of Congress--was the extent to which SCHIP would become a proxy for a far larger battle over the role of government in health care reform. [FN92] As Congress tipped Democratic and the Bush Administration saw its influence waning, the President, rather than seeking common ground in SCHIP, used the SCHIP reauthorization as the basis of a frontal attack on both SCHIP and the mechanics of group health insurance generally. Rather than outline a pragmatic middle ground for SCHIP, the President, in his FY 2008 Budget, called for $5 billion in funding, which would have amounted to an actual funding reduction. [FN93] This recommendation to reduce federal SCHIP subsidies was coupled with a far-reaching proposal that would have applied per-capita limits on the tax exclusion for income attributable to employer contributions to employee health benefit plans while making expenditures for individual
and family coverage tax deductible up to a specified amount. [FN94]

From one vantage point, the proposal would have alleviated a long-term shortcoming in federal tax law that provides favorable tax treatment to expenditures on employer-sponsored coverage but not coverage purchased in the individual market. [FN95] From another, however, the President's proposal was understood as ultimately unraveling the employer-sponsored group health insurance system, [FN96] without the additional reforms that would be needed to create an alternative group coverage mechanism of the type created through SCHIP or through Medicare's private health insurance market, known as Medicare Advantage. [FN97] This was not some oversight, but instead part of a much broader strategy to reduce further the role of government in organizing, regulating, and overseeing health insurance markets. [FN98] Put simply, the Administration sought fundamentally to alter the basic architecture of health insurance coverage that has dominated U.S. policy for a half century, [FN99] moving the nation away from group purchasing (whether sponsored by state SCHIP agencies or employers) supplemented by government programs, and toward enrollment in plans sold in the individual market—the least regulated, most costly, and most volatile part of the health insurance industry. [FN100]

The President's broader health reform proposals went nowhere. At the same time, the President was not shy about making his own feelings about SCHIP known. By the middle of June 2007, in advance of Senate consideration of the measure, he informed the Senate Finance Committee [FN101] that he would veto even the more modest measure that the Senate ultimately passed on August 2, 2007 by a vote of 68-31. [FN102] By October, the President had vetoed the first SCHIP reauthorization bill sent to him; by December, he had vetoed a second, even leaner measure, [FN103] leading ultimately to a simple extension of current law to April 2009. [FN104]

The events around the conferencing of a more narrow bill during the fall of 2007 became of intense interest, not only because of the Administration's demands to constrain SCHIP, but also because, sensing the potential for an even more far-reaching victory, the Administration and its supporters insisted that as a condition of compromise, House and Senate negotiators agree not only to a curtailing of SCHIP coverage but also to an elimination of the very Medicaid child health expansion options that already existed at the time of the enactment of SCHIP. [FN105] With these options in place, a state conceivably could elect to withdraw from SCHIP altogether and instead adopt coverage expansions for the very same children as a Medicaid option, relying instead on a somewhat lower, but nonetheless still highly favorable, Medicaid federal contribution rate to its state child health coverage plan. [FN106] The Administration's demands for Medicaid concessions ultimately failed, [FN107] but they underscored the extent to which curbing a broad role for government in the coverage of children, through either Medicaid or SCHIP, was a core aim of the White House's SCHIP political end-game.

The President's October veto message focused heavily on his allegation that the legislation devoted inadequate attention to aggressive enrollment of the poorest children. [FN108] At the same time, the words chosen underscored the fact that something far more complex was afoot; indeed, he expressed his view that the legislation “moved the health system in the wrong direction.” [FN109] That more was going on was reinforced by the official cost estimates for the legislation, which showed that it was in fact the lowest-income children who would gain the most from reauthorization, both because of the bill's expanded focus on aggressive outreach and retention and because it is low-income children who are disproportionately uninsured. [FN110]

Despite this evidence, the President continued to insist that the bill favored high-income children, seizing on the dollar value of four hundred percent of the federal poverty level—approximately $82,500 2007 dollars for a family of four [FN111]—to argue that the bill was simply a boon to affluent families. [FN112] Why he continued
to use this number puzzled many, since raising the federal SCHIP state eligibility option to four hundred percent of the federal poverty level had ceased *721 to be a subject of discussion since the first House/Senate conference. [FN113] But a conversation with a leading Republican pollster sheds light on why the Administration continued to wave this number around like the proverbial bloody flag. [FN114] In fact, the figure offered a convenient political shield for Republican members from poorer Southern and Western states, who needed political shoring up through two rounds of Presidential vetoes of a popular bill. For these members, the figure of $82,500 was magical, a means of assuring that the battle over SCHIP would devolve back to the regionalism that is a basic characteristic of U.S. politics. The figure implied that the bill favored rich families--even if they were modest income levels by the standards of the nation's East and West coastal regions--and that the measure thus rewarded profligacy on the part of well-heeled families who did not take care of their children. Once it became evident how the dollar figure polled in tight districts, the number became the first words out of everyone's lips. [FN115]

At the same time that it was pursuing an aggressive challenge to the legislative reauthorization of SCHIP, the Administration also concluded that it could use its federal executive powers to drive down SCHIP enrollment--and hence the extent to which SCHIP operates as a Medicaid gateway for very low income children who, as a result of SCHIP screen-and-enroll outreach system, become enrolled in Medicaid. [FN116] On August 17, 2007, the Administration issued what ultimately became an infamous “directive” regarding federal financing of SCHIP. [FN117] Under the directive, states would no longer be able to qualify for federal assistance unless they took certain steps to curb the--as noted previously, virtually non-existent--problem of private health insurance crowd-out among low-income children. [FN118] These steps included a requirement that states achieve coverage of *722 ninety-five percent of all eligible uninsured children below two hundred percent of the federal poverty level (a figure deemed wholly unattainable by experts), [FN119] regulation of the employer-sponsored benefit plan market to prohibit reductions (a legally impossible step in light of the preemption of state regulation of employer sponsored benefit plans under ERISA), [FN120] and imposition of a twelve-month waiting period before SCHIP eligibility could begin (despite evidence that waiting periods had no effect on crowd-out and despite the obvious injury that such waiting periods would inflict on children with special health care needs). [FN121]

A follow-up December 2007 ruling by the Administration rejecting Ohio's SCHIP expansion plan [FN122] left no doubt that the Administration viewed its August 17 directive as equally applicable to states in which SCHIP is administered as a Medicaid expansion rather than as a separate program subject to separate legislative rules. The Administration's Ohio letter appeared to do precisely what the SCHIP statute forbids, [FN123] namely, require that a state Medicaid program that had expanded child health coverage via a Medicaid expansion abide by the eligibility criteria that govern a separately administered SCHIP program. Medicaid expressly permits eligibility for children to be set at any income level, [FN124] even levels that surpass limits that would be held to be lawful in the case of a separately administered SCHIP program. Furthermore, while Medicaid contains a third party liability recovery provision that assures coordination of public and private coverage, [FN125] it contains no anti-crowdout bar to dual coverage in the case of children with limited private benefits.

Thus, in denying Ohio's plan amendment, CMS was essentially attempting to subject the state's Medicaid expansion program to the limits that the federal government had decreed for SCHIP. The federal disapproval of Ohio's proposed expansion plan represented a blatant effort to bootstrap a seemingly unlawful interpretation of the SCHIP statute directly into Medicaid itself. In reaching this conclusion, the Administration offered a tortured explanation as to why the state's proposal was unlawful despite the state legal authority--and duty-- to abide by Medicaid rules if it used its SCHIP funds to adopt a Medicaid expansion. The Administration essentially argued that notwithstanding the plain wording of the SCHIP legislation, which specifies adherence to Medicaid policies
when SCHIP funds are used to expand Medicaid, all conditions applicable to separately administered SCHIP programs are to be applied to Medicaid whenever SCHIP funds are used to extend Medicaid coverage. [FN126] Furthermore, the Administration argued, because Ohio would not receive Medicaid funding at the regular federal contribution rate (rather than the enhanced rate applicable to SCHIP-authorized payments) until the state's federal SCHIP allotment ran out, the state could not qualify for any Medicaid financing at its regular federal contribution rate until it had first exhausted its SCHIP allotment, which of course, under the Ohio ruling, the state could not do. [FN127]

In essence, Ohio was punished for participating in SCHIP. If the state had terminated its SCHIP plan and had elected to use only its Medicaid flexibility to cover children, it could have covered all low and moderate income children with comprehensive assistance and would have received federal payments pursuant to federal Medicaid law. But because the state was attempting to use its SCHIP allotment to offset the cost of the expansion, this fact, according to CMS, gave the federal government the power to step in and prohibit the state's expansion. Put another way, under the Administration's interpretation, Ohio would have had to pull out of SCHIP entirely in order to exercise its Medicaid coverage options--options that existed at the time of SCHIP's enactment. [FN128]

With the second failed veto override attempt [FN129] and the systematic efforts by the Administration to undermine the existing statute, Congress effectively declared the battle over, enacting legislation that extends and funds the current SCHIP statute through April 2009. [FN130] As of late summer 2008, the lawsuit to enjoin implementation of the SCHIP directive is pending and SCHIP remains unauthorized.

In a final astounding twist, in August 2008, the Administration quietly informed the state of California, in response to its letter to federal officials informing them that it would not comply with the August 17th directive, that the federal government would not enforce its August 17th directive for the time being. [FN131] What exactly the federal government meant by this response is unclear; what is clear, however, is that its actions to not only stop the legislative reauthorization of SCHIP, but also to roll back existing coverage under its August 2007 directive, amounted to a wildly complex political sham to halt the expansion of a modest public benefit program for children. The Administration's 2008 response to California suggests that federal officials never had any intention of enforcing their own directive. Instead, the directive was thrown onto the table as a further legal maneuver to buy the time they needed to work their political magic on a bipartisan SCHIP's reauthorization effort.

III. WHAT DOES THE SCHIP EXPERIENCE MEAN FOR HEALTH CARE REFORM?

It is difficult to know how to interpret the phenomenal events surrounding the demise of SCHIP reauthorization. Was the reauthorization battle just a strange interlude reflecting the super-heated, post-2006 political and ideological climate? Or does the fault lines that emerged during the battle regarding the role of government in subsidizing coverage and organizing the health insurance market represent one that cannot be surmounted? Whatever, the case, beneath the peculiar fury that surrounded the SCHIP reauthorization process, there probably are some lessons for broader reform.

A. It's the Architecture, Stupid

Much of the fight about health reform boils down to what can be thought of as its legislative “architecture.”
how high to subsidize coverage; whether to use markets to effectuate a coverage guarantee, and if so, how to structure the market. It is easy to get so caught up in the political sturm und drang of reform to the point at which one loses sight of the basic architectural choices and potential avenues of compromise.

1. Subsidies

It is easy to harbor the impression from the fight over SCHIP that a major point of contention was how high to push the subsidy in relation to family income. The President—by virtue of the CMS directive—appeared to demand that the subsidy essentially be capped at 250 percent of the federal poverty level, while Congress (at least for awhile) appeared to want to set the limit at 400 percent of the federal poverty level. This perception would be wrong.

National policy today is to subsidize coverage to the highest income levels once the effects of tax subsidies are included. As a result of U.S. tax policy, even the wealthiest Americans have their coverage subsidized if they secure it through an employer based plan given the way in which the tax code functions. Indeed, it was the President who sought to make the current tax approach fairer by extending subsidy arrangements to persons who do not have access to coverage through work, although he would have made American workers alone pay for the change. [FN132] But if lawmakers can find common ground in relation to blending *725 direct and tax-related subsidies (e.g., direct subsidization for those with incomes up to some percentage and the use of a refundable tax credit for remaining individuals) and creating a financing mechanism that does not place the entire burden of financing coverage for the uninsured on the workforce, it is likely that a compromise can be found.

2. The Use of Markets and Market Organization and Ground Rules

It is evident that whoever is elected President in 2008 will espouse a coverage plan that uses the sale of private health insurance products to achieve coverage of the population. [FN133] The question becomes the extent to which the sale will be organized into a group market as well as the degree to which companies that want to sell to a group market will be regulated in terms of access, exclusions, coverage content, consumer protections, and other matters. [FN134] The legislative architecture of the Medicare Part D prescription drug legislation in 2003 [FN135] illustrates one possible approach to compromise: a group coverage market operated on a federal regional basis, with preemption of state regulatory authority and residents of each state entitled to select from among numerous plans. [FN136] Another model would be state-based, following the contours of legislation enacted by Massachusetts in 2006, which establishes a state-regulated group coverage arrangement for persons without access to employer coverage, known as the Connector. [FN137] As with the subsidy issues, there are potential ways to blend the two models, such as the use of federal products for small groups and state regulated products in the individual market. What is evident however, is that the compromise lies in achieving a reasonable level of coverage regulation and thus, the avoidance of reliance on an unstable individual market.

3. Hold onto Medicaid

It is impossible to overstate the impact on the American health care system if the price of reform is the unintended (or intentional) unraveling of Medicaid. *726 Medicaid’s reach is vast because the program plays multiple roles as a major financier of health care that is considered uninsurable, particularly health care services used by children and adults with serious and chronic health conditions. [FN138] The 2007 SCHIP debate pulled
back the curtain somewhat on the extent to which the Medicaid program is under attack and the degree to which efforts to broaden its reach add to the political heat surrounding health reform.

Medicaid is, to be sure, a vast entitlement. But much of its costs arise because, as one writer has noted, the program is the workhorse of the American health care system, doing jobs no one else will do and burdened by rampant underlying health care costs that help drive total program spending. [FN139] There is no question that in Medicaid’s absence, there simply would be no financing mechanism for both institutional and community-based services for children and adults whose health needs—whether moderate or severe—extend beyond the limits of conventional health insurance products. [FN140] Whether Medicaid continues as a primary insurer for certain population or as a supplemental source of coverage, offering essentially an additional coverage tier for persons with serious and chronic health conditions, remains to be resolved. But what is eminently unworkable is to leave children and adults with chronic illnesses and conditions without a means of coverage for extended health needs. The SCHIP battle underscored the degree to which a serious discussion about how to juxtapose Medicaid within and against other insurance reforms, will be a major aspect of national health reform.

Don’t start with children unless the legislative power to act is strong and children are viewed as part of a broader effort

Phasing with children is a popular notion. Senator Obama’s health care reform plan would phase in children first. Over the years, politicians and candidates have espoused the notion of phasing in children first; indeed, Senator Barack Obama would mandate coverage of children. [FN141] Starting with children is popular in two respects. First, compared to adults, children are exceedingly low-cost, particularly when one considers the existing Medicaid and SCHIP federal and state expenditure offsets. [FN142] Second, the 1997 enactment of SCHIP itself shows that children can serve as political common ground.

But the enactment of SCHIP serves to underscore another fact: it is too easy to relegate children’s coverage to a structurally unsustainable non-entitlement model and, indeed, to use the cover of children to weaken a structurally more robust form of coverage. SCHIP’s non-entitlement, fixed allocation structure [FN143] is the antithesis of Medicaid’s open-ended entitlement financing scheme [FN144] that is capable of growing and evolving as the size of the population in need grows, as health care costs increase, and as health care needs become more complex. SCHIP, on the other hand, is punctuated by a history of funding shortfalls, under-financing in relation to need, and fights over what proportion of children in need will be served. Simply put, SCHIP does not offer the type of dynamic financing platform on which to build a sustainable approach to health care financing, and only in the case of the politically weakest population—children—would such a platform even have been suggested. (Note in contrast that the Medicare Part D prescription drug reform rests on open-ended entitlement spending. While market strategies are used to attempt to contain costs, expenditures will automatically rise along with need and the cost of treatment).

Unless the legislative power to act is overwhelming, and unless children’s coverage is viewed as part of a broader reform effort, the SCHIP experience underscores the problems with putting children first. It simply is too easy to create a program that is financially too weak to carry out its mission and yet still call it progress. Health reforms for children need to be understood from the beginning as part of a broader effort to extend affordable and appropriate coverage to the entire population, since children on their own have demonstrated a unique lack of the type of political power essential to building a sufficiently robust platform for national health reform.
4. Political Accommodation is One Thing, Political Expediency, Another

SCHIP was a little creature of the politics of its time when it was enacted in 1997. For a number of reasons, some good and others not so good, lawmakers came together to create a modest program that ultimately proved beneficial to low income children.

By contrast, in 2007, political expediency favored deadlock rather than accommodation with influential policymakers believing that their immediate interests were best served by not finding a middle ground. One can only surmise that the theory here was that the program could automatically be extended as it was and no one would be the worse for the gridlock. In reality of course, several million children who might have gotten help but went without coverage did suffer, as well as the children in states that were instructed to roll back coverage in the August 17th 2007 directive. The problem with political expediency is that not only does it accomplish too little, but it is too easy to overlook consequences of expedient conduct—both good and bad.

*728 When and if it ever arrives, national health reform will necessitate a series of grand political compromises around a domestic policy matter that has almost no parallel in U.S. policy and whose resolution carries profound national social and economic consequences. It is important not to fritter away the next great opportunity for health reform on something so modest as reauthorizing SCHIP. Hopefully the 111th Congress will set its aims the next time at a level that is commensurate with the long-term interests of all children and their families.
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